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The President's Page...
As five short and happy years as your pres
ident draw to a close and my last deadline
for the President's Page is close at hand, I
wish, first of all, to e.xpress my very deep
gratitude to all who have contributed so
cheerfully and so effectively to the achieve
ments of our society. The officers, the com
mittee chairmen, the sponsors and the
members, both active and alumni, have
demonstrated a loyalty to Delta Sigma Rho
v\hich has made progress inevitable. New
and valuable chapters have been added, the
older chapters Inive been vigorous and active,
our financial structure has been strengthened,
and our national meetings have ci)ntributed
to the forensic growth of our undergraduate
members. The climactic achievement ot tlie
past five years, of course, is the movement to
merge Delta Sigma Rho and Tau Kappa
Alpha into one great honor society in fo-
rensics.
Each week tlie reports of the planning
committees bring the new society more
clearly mto focus. The careful preparation
now being made insures the success of the
merger. For the chapters, an important
questionnaire will soon be in your hand.s so
that you can indicate the type of national
meeting you would prefer for 1964. It is the
thought of the planning committee that any
type of event which will be aderiiiatcly sup
ported by the chapters should be included
and the various events so arranged that ma.x-
Lmum participation can be achieved. Such
a national meeting can Ire scheduled only if
you make your own wishes known. There
fore, study the <iuestionnaire carefully and
return it promptly.
Now is also the time to put all chapter
records and documents in good order. Alrove
all. arrangements should be made to insure
that your chapter in the fall will receive the
first communications from Delta Sigma Rho-
Tau Kappa Alpha. The establishment of
communications with die new national office
is absolutely necessary both for your chapter
and for the new society.
Although Delta Sigma Rho has had sev-
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cral historians it has never had an Ardiivist I should like to close my final commu-
and has never established a true Archives. nicalion to you, not on malters of the past
Tail Kappa Alpha is now furnishing an Ar- but on a note of happy anticipation for the
chives Room in the handsome new library future. Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa .^Ipha
being built on the campu.s of Butler Univer- is being designed to meet the forensic prob-
sity where this society- was founded. It is Icms of the future. With your loyal coop-
(juitc po.ssible that Delta Sigma Rho will be eration it can and will meet the challenge of a
invited to place in this room its files and comple.N and ever changing new era in Amcr-
historical documents. If this invitation is ican liigher education,
extended, we should he ready. Any chapter
or alumnus, therefore, possessing materials
of historic value which might be permanently Sunday, August 18th at 7:00
preserved in an archives room, should make Tlie Joint Meeting of Tau Kappa Alpha
EVENTS OF MERGER
this fact known. At the moment, several and Delta Sigma Rho
issues of the Gacel are missing fmm tire Tuesday, August 20th at 7:00
files available. What do you have which you The National Council of Delta Sigma
are willing to contribute? Rho-Tau Kappa .^Ipha
"The Time Has Come The Widrus Said . . . "
In the eight years since I first became connected with the Gavel, many things
have happened. Some good—some bad. But things have never Iwen dull.
An editor serves a very uniciue function in any honor society. He actually
becomes the guardian of a very valuable piece of property designed to keep the
members infonned on one hand and to he academically respectable in terms of
articles printed on the other. It is a tough course to follow. The Gavel, unlike so
many honor society publications that come across my desk, has never been just
a vehicle for society news.
There have been times when as editor, I have wondered if I could find enough
(luality material (even in our modern publish or perish world) to fill a particular
issue. But always the contributors .seemed to come through just in time. The
students, faculty and alumni of Delta Sigma Rho have always been an eager,
critical and contributive group. With this going for liim, no editor could ever
do a really bad job. Admittedly, I have had my good issues and my not so good
ones. And the difficulty has generally rested witli me and not with the society
or the contributors.
The philosophy which has been the guiding one during my term as editor has
been a fairly simple one. When you represent a society that deals in ideas, contro
versy and argument—how can the official publication do otherwise? To my
knowledge no article .submitted for publication to tlu* Gavel has ever been turned
down because it contained ideas that may have l)een unpopular.
There have been disagreements voiced with articles that have been published.
The disagreement was always with the ideas and never with the fact that it was
published.
So now we come to the end of the road. The Gavel as we have known it will be
no more after this i.ssue. Henceforth it will be part of a hyphenated name rep-
re.senting Ixith .segments of the new merger. By the time the next i.ssue reaches
you a new editor will have taken over. As of now, there is a four-man committee
planning the first i.ssue of the new publication. If everything goes according to
schedule. Volume I, Issue 1, will be a collector's item. The hope is to make it
into a commemorative edition worth saving.
Tlic best way I know to express my feelings is by lM>rrowing a phrase from





( Editor's note: No final issue « oulcl look
right witliout a few backward looks and .some
fond remembrances. The Gavel is no excep
tion. A number of people were asked—on
very short notice—to write short articles upon
this momentous occasion. The officers of
the organization naturally were included in
those asked as well as a number of people
who were arbitrarily selected by the editor.
The answers that were received by the dead
line you will find in the following pages.
They make interesting reading for young and
old alike. If the contributors wonder what
happened to part of their article.s—blame me.
If it isn t in this issue—l)lame me.)
What Delta Sigma Rho Has Done For Me
E. C. BctHLKR
Thi.s is a demand performance. When I
received the letter from our editor, Charles
Goetzinger, asking if I would be willing to
contribute something for the final edition
of the Gavel, I considered this a call which
could not in good conscience be ignored,
even though I was given a dea<lline of seven
days hcncc. I gladly accept the invitation.
I see this as my last chance to he identified
with the one and only publication which did
.so much for the common welfare of our Soci
ety for more than a half century.
Fortunately, this is not an occasion which
calls for a glowing tribute in behalf of a pub
lication winch has outworn its usefulness.
We are not alxjut to .say a kind word for a
.sinking ship or an organization about to fold
up or take bankniptcy. On the contrary,
never has the Society been stronger finaji-
cially or more able to support a strong publi
cation. The Gavel, like the bride tj) be, is
having her last fling before taking on a new
name and joining into a partnership forming
a new home.
Since I am soon to round out my profes
sional career a.s an active classroom .speech
teacher and director of forensics I find my
self in a m(H3d to reflect about what Delta
Sigma Rho and my experience in forensics
has done for me. It is all right that you
yoimger reailers should ask what you can do
for tlie Society, but, after more than forty
years of active service as a .speech teacher and
thirty years of activity in Delta Sigma Rho,
I am more inclined to count my blessings
tlian enumerate challenges.
Delta Sigma Rlio and all that it repre
sents has played an important role in my pro
fessional cle.stiny. I came to Kansas exactly
f(jrty years ago. The first two years I was in
charge of Forensic.s at Washbum College,
followed by thirty-eight years as Director of
Forensics at the University of Kan.sas. Dur
ing that span of time I had three major loves
or interests: one, forensic activity, both
intramural and intercollegiate; two, .speech
for business and industry; three, teaching
problems for the beginning college speech
course. Note that, chronologically, foren
sics came first, and it is here that the real
internship of my profession took jilace.
During the first deca<le mid a half, foren
sics provided a .significant and important
training ground for developing insights and
perspectives useful in the overall discipline
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which applies lo speech education. Here my
mind was put to a test. Horizons of knowl
edge unfolded before me and a profe.ssional
conscience l>egan to take shape. For a pe
riod of about fifteen years I was deeply in
volved during the summer months in editing
and authoring debate handbooks for the higli
schools in some thirty states using the national
debate topic. This was often a humiliating
but challenging experience as I came face to
face with the public issues of the late 20s
and the -SOs, issues which had wide social,
political, economical, and international im
plications. Since colleges operated forensic
programs without the benefit of a .single
common national debate topic, and since the
debate tournament had not yet become a
permanent fixture, college debate squads
frequently worked up five or seven differ
ent questions in a single year. Tliis provided
another incentive to become knowledgeable
alMJut controversial issues germane to our
national culture. During these early years.
Delta Sigma Rlwt always provided a whole
some, constnictive force for me and my stu-
rlents. The fine.st hoiu of the year was the
annual Delta Sigma Rho Honors and Awards
Bamjuet. These were the days when Delta
Sigma Rho carried an impressive pre.stige
image for both students and faculty. Any
orator or debater who was a member of this
Society held his head high and felt worthy of
sitting down to eat at the same table with
the Phi Beta Kappas, and no one asked who
should sit to the right side of whom. Wc all
felt the wearer of the Delta Sigma Rho key
liad a better chance to make Who's Who after
graduation than the wearer of the Phi Beta
Kappa key.
I firmly believed tliat I was nibbing elbows
intimately and realistically with the intel
lectual aristocracy of the student body and
that I was playing one of iJie most important
and responsible roles on the entire faculty,
for I was developing men and women who
would be tomorrow's top leaders in govern
ment, law, economics, and education.
Now as I look across the years, I realize
that my deep and extensive Involvement in
forensics and Delta Sigma Rho was a great
source of strength. In fact, I am embarrass-
ingly pleased and happy as I reflect on how
these early years crowned my service as an
academic teacher of speech with dignity and
honor. Now I realize, more than e\er, ho\s'
my role in forensics and Delta Sigma Rho
provided for me in a large measure a respect
able academic climate by which I could
grow from one level of maturity to another.
Here was a sustained motivation for my own
continued self-education and professional
growth.
There are more fringe lienefits I could
mention—there is the matter of travel. 1 saw
much of the U.S.A. with my debaters. We
traveled far and wide by train, bus, plime,
and automobile, visiting many schools, form
ing lasting friendships among colleagues all
over the nation. More important are tlie
scores of deep and abiding friendships with
my student.s which grew out of squad meet
ings and tile many forensic experiences. Only
in later years have I been able to appreciate
how mucli 1 owe to forensics and Delta
Sigma Rho for the greatest discovery a speech
teacher can liave. I see now that a coach
cannot teach a hoy debate or oratory, nor can
a teacher teacli u student how to make
speeches. The best director of forensics u.ses
the forensic program to teach people, and the
best speech teacher u.ses the speech class to
teach a person, the whole person. One of
my beloved colleagues of the University, now
departed. Professor U. C. Mitchell, Chairman
of the Department of Mathematics, was
widely heralded as an outstanding professor
of mathematical science. For more than two
decades he enjoyed the enviable reputation of
being one of the most effective classrtMim
teachers of the University. When friends and
colleagues probed him for the secret of his
success, he would reply. "But 1 don t teach
matli. No one can really teach math. We
only use mathematics as a means by wiiich
we teacli people." There you have it. The
first law of the classroom must be, "Teach
people." Teach the man and he will find a
way to release Ins personal resources and
bring order and direction to his energies.
Delta Sigma Rho and forensics taught me
this one imiwrtant lesson, for which I am
most grateful.
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We Salute Delta Sigma Rho
Eugene C, Chenoweth*
The main purposes of a "swan song" issue
of die Gavel, it seems, are (1) to make a
siir\'ey assessment of the outstanding aclileve-
merits of Delta Sigma Rho during the past
fiftj'-seven years, (2) to discover causal fac
tors contributing to these achie\ements, and
the negative factors if any, (3) to visualize
the enormity of the challenges ahead, and
(•4) to evaluate pertinent ideas so that Delta
Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha can revitalize
past practices luid revamp past policies for
the purpose of developing a more practic
able and dynamic speech education program,
which will assist the students to meet the
crucial challenges of the future.
OUTSTA.NDING ACHIEVEMENTS
Perhaps, the most immediate achievement
of Delta Sigma Rho was the reaffirmation
in the minds of die eight founders, w ho met
in Minneapolis in 1906 to organize an hon
orary fraternity, that they were dedicated to
the proposition that a fundamental principle
of education of youth is to gain proficiency
in oral communication. Self-fortified with
this significant reaffirmation, these men re
turned to their universities to launch a more
aggressive program of curricular and e.xtra-
class instruction and training in oral expres
sion.
The second substantial achievement of
Delta Sigma Rho, it appears, was the devel
opment among college and university admin
istrators of an awareness of the value of
excellence in oral communication in the ed
ucation of youth, and the implementation of
this awareness by persuading the colleges
and universities to provide opportunities
(curricular and c.xtra-cla.ss) for tlie students
to receive instruction and training in public
speaking.
As a result of these achievements. Delta
Sigma Rho can lay claim to the fact that
twenty thousand members are benefiting pro-
* Is in charge of Discussion and Debate classes and
History of British Public Address at Indiana
Univetsit>".
fessionally and materially by the instruetion
and e.xperience in oral communication gained
under the aegis of Delta Sigma Rho. E.xpe
rience has shown tliat individuals with
significant speech training usually stand head
and shoulders above their colleagues who
otherwise have similar education and oppor
tunities.
This honorary society, furthermore, can
claim notable fringe accomplishments.
.Among these is the speech training received
by thousands of students who aspired to
membership in Delta Sigma Rho but lacked
sufficient maturation in oral expre.ssion
and/or other specific finalities to meet mcm-
bersliip ref]uirenients, but who later bloomed
into very effective speakers. .Also, no doubt
many thousands of students, inspired by the
speaking performance of Delta Sigma Rho
members and aspirants, have been stimulated
to initiate an effective program of .speech
education for themselves. Still further, the
influence of college and university .speech
education, substantially due to the endeavors
of Delta Sigma Rho, probably has eueour-
aged many administrators and teachers in the
-secondary and elementary schools to institute
speech training for youth and children at
the.sc levels of education.
Finally, it would be impossible to visualize
and estimate all the positive contributions to
•society at large which have emanated, di
rectly or indirectly, from the organization of
Delta Sigma Rho since April 13, 11X)6.
CONTRIBUTING CAUSAL FACTORS
The important causal factors contributing
to the phenomenal achievements of Delta
Sigma Rho are these:
First, Delta Sigma Rho has attracted am
bitious, intelligent students to its portals to
gain instniction and training in oral commu
nication, which of course is the only purpose
of Delta Sigma Rho. That twenty thousand
members and many thousiuid aspirants and
obserxers have given liberally of their time.
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energy and intellect toward fulfilling the
purpose of Delta Sigma Rho is sufficient
proof of the lure of this institution for stu
dents of Iiigh caliber. Tlie lirilliant triumphs
of thousands of successful alumni, further
more, seem to indicate tliat they as students
were drawn to Delta Sigma Rho by the
promise of ultimate values gained through
their efforts in the progrtun of this honorary
fratcniity. That the majority of the appli
cants for membershix> in Delta Sigma Rho
have no difficiilt>' in meeting the academic
scholarshii^ re(iiiiiements of the Association
of College Honor Societies apjjears to be
substantial proof that this fraternal honorary
has attracted students of high caliber.
A second chief eontributing factor to the
e.xtraordinary accomplishments of Delta
Sigma Rho down through the j ears has been
the personal devotion of senior faculty mem
bers not only to the administration of college
and university forensic activities but also to
the actual instruction of students for speech
tournaments and the evaluation of .speech
performance of students in intercollegiate
competition. This was especially true of the
original initiators and sx^onsors of Delta
Sigma Rho. (See "Delta Sigma Rho, 1906-
1956, Golden Anniversary," pages 7 to 12.)
More recent representatives of the best tra
ditions of devotion of senior faculty members
to the initial purxiose of Delta Sigma Rho are
A. Craig Baird, E. C. Buehler, Kenneth G.
Hanee and Brooks Quimhy. This tradition
of ijarticipation of sen/or faculty members
has been more or less universally the case
until recent years when there setms to have
l)een a departure from this xiraetice in some
universities.
A tliird causal factor contributing to the
outstanding recognition gained by this so
ciety has been the loyal siipx>ort of college
and university administrators to the objective
of speech education for youth. Some admin
istrators, in fact, are distinguished alumni
of Delta Sigma Rho. President Virgil M.
Hancher, the State University of Iowa, and
Dean John W. Ashton, Vice-President and
Dean of the Graduate School, Indiana Uni
versity, are excellent representatives of ad
ministrators who are loyal to Delta Sigma
Rho.
NEGATIVE FACTORS
When I retiuned to my leaching duties
last fall after nearly three years of enforced
absence, I was surxjrised and disturbed to see
the change in age of faculty x^ersonnel « hen
I looked in on debate tournaments. Some
of the older directors had been replaced by
younger men, some of whom were merely
eager, intelligent boy.s with little exx^erience
and slight education in the challenging field
of instructing college youth in the science
and art of oral argumentative discourse.
The iiolicy of assigning inexi)crienced and
inadequately educated young men the re-
si}onsi!)ility of teaching students to .siTeak
effectively and of judging them in intercol
legiate competition discourages many call
able students from participation in extra-class
speech instruction in higher education. This
is recognized as a serious problem by alert
departmental chairmen and vigilant leaders
in speech education in institutions of liigher
learning.
Sometimes tlicsc young inexperienced di
rectors are employed l>y institutions because
well-trained men with experience and matur
ity have shunned xx'^Ri^ns which include
extra-class speech instruction duties. Their
refusal to consider and accei^l these positions
seems to be due to the fact that some insti
tutions hax e adopted a policy of considering
the faculty p'-'rsonntd iu forensic ijositioiis
not very significant. The administrators
of these institutions have failed to recognize
that the time-consuming work of the director
of forensics is at least as important as the
duties of the person who directs a play
or a radio program, and should be given
equal consideration in promotions and sal
ary increments. In this connection it might
be well to ponder the fact, that when national
and world crises arise, the people of the
nations look to those men educated and
skilled in tlie effective use of oral argumen
tative discourse for leadershix> in resolving
the perxdexing xiroblems. It should be noted,
furtliermore, that in the educatitinal back
ground of tlrese x>owcrful leaders in national
and world affairs are patient, knowledgeable
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men skiUecl in teaching youth tlie principles
of logical and persuasive oral discourse.
Some universities whicli subscribed to the
shortsighted policy of not recognizing the
importance of the positions of those faculty
members who give extra-class instruction in
di.scussion and debate are reaping the unde
sirable results of their inequitable practice
in that some of their very capable young re
cipients of the Ph.D. degree shy away from
positions which include extra-class foremic
respon-sibilities. Thi.s is due largely to the
fact that the-se young men have .seen faculty
members, distinguished in the forensic edu
cation of students, treated inequitably and
ignobly when promotions are made and sal
ary increments are given to the members of
the department of speech. This is being rec
ognized in some universities as a serious
problem.
PLUS FACTORS
If the Gestalt theory is valid, namely, that
the whole is greater tlum the sum of its parts,
it is extremely fortunate that these two iJow-
erful fraternities arc combining their forces
into a whole, Delta Sigma Rho-Taii Kappa
Alpha, because these plu.s factors, whatever
they may be, are desperately needed in these
times of pressure in the speech education of
youth for the day when they will launch
forth to face future challenges.
CHALLENGES
In an era of high specialization in a world
of social, economic and political turmoil,
there is an urgent challenge for articulately
capable leaders, fortified with a superior
liberal arts education and imbued with en
thusiasm for our democratic way of life,
who, with a broad, knowledgeable perspec
tive, can critically and effectively approach
the solutions to serious national and world
problems.
There are the challenges of solving unem
ployment problems caused by modern mech
anization, of attempting to stabilize the
production of agricultural foodstuffs, and of
finding solutions to the problem of population
e.xplosion, especially among the "liave not"
nations.
There are also the challenges of deter
mining whether the reduction of federal
taxe.s will stimulate the national economy,
of providing information for citizenry while
maintaining (li,screet securitx' against giving
important information to our enemies, and
of developing bombs so powerful and terrible
that they could destroy us and make a sham
bles of cixilization's progress.
REVITALIZE PRACTICES-
REVAMP POLICIES
Delta Sigma RIio-Tan Kappa Alpha, there
fore, must face up to the immensity of its
challenges by revitalizing its re.sources to help
educate new generation.s of .students to em
ploy imagination and extend their vision
toward new horizons for answers to pressing
questions, which status quo policies have
failed to give.
Where else can wc turn for capable leader-
sliip to answer these questions but to artic
ulate youth with a liberal arts education?
Inasmuch as a mind full of pertinent social,
political and economic knowledge is largely
useless unless it can be vocally expounded
and logically applied to the analy.sis and
.solution of problem.s. Delta Sigma Rho-Tau
Kappa Alpha, therefore, might well enthusi
astically and unapologetically invite youth
to its forensic citadel, where these voung
people not only can enhance their liberal
arts education but also can learn the art and
-science of orally expressing profound ideas
simply, clearly and persuasively.
To stimulate greater student interest and
effort, tile society might consider experi
menting witli different forms of debate, such
as cross-examination and courtroom style.
Students might be expected to participate
more actively in Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha policy making at the local, regional
and national levels.
To provide opportunities for larger num-
ber.s of students to participate more fre
quently and more actively at the regional
and national conferences, .some thought
might be given to extending these conference
programs to embrace the three branches of
government—legislative, judicial and exec
utive.
The society might draw up standards of
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excellence of achievement in oratory, extem
poraneous speaking, discussion and debate.
Faculty and students might be encouraged
to participate in a research program in foren-
sics and submit their research Findings to the
Gavtfl-Speaker for publication. To expand
the prestige and reenforce the goal of Delta
Sigma Rlif>Tau Kappa Alpha, consideration
might l)e gixen to founding one or more
research fellowships in forensics, and/or
including individuals, corporations, founda
tions or government agencies to provide
financial support for such research fellow
ships under the jurisdiction of the society.
It might be advisable to appoint a puldie
relations committee to inform the public and
college and unisersity administrators about
the goal, policies and achievements of Delta
Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha, and therei)y
gain broader loyalty and greater cooperation
from our friends, especially the adminis
trators. In this way, for example, the adminis
trators might become better acciuainted with
the problems involved in encouraging mature
and experienced faculty meml)crs to devote
at least some of their time and efforts to fo
rensic instruction and administration.
We salute the superior achievements of
Delta Sigma Rho during the past fifty-seven
years. These great successes, along with
those of Tau Kappa .Alpha, stimulate us to
look forward to still more dynamic and ag
gressive programs of speech education under
the sponsorship of Delta Sigma Rho-Taii
Kappa .Alpha.
Delta Sigma Rho Merger
Lilu.w R. Wagner
With tlie passing of Delta Sigma Rho as
a uiu(|uc entity, one of the things I shall miss
personally is the association with Herold
Ross, Kenneth Hancc, Bill Buchlcr, and the
others. And 1 shall miss those friendly,
heated diseiissions at conference time, for
Delta .Sigma Rhci had not only the "Young
Turks" but the "Old Turks" as well! I re-
ineniber sitting back in a meeting for a
nioinenl and thinking, "This is like siblings
figliting to find the right solution to the prob
lem!" No one could uuderstand that there was
real warmth and friendship nnderneatli those
spoken disagreements uiile.ss he himself had
at OK' time been a member of a close-knit
family life. I have noticetl this same feeling
among my students who were members of
Delta Sigma Rho—the desire to find "the be.st
solution," and the respect for others which
encouraged vigorous and open discussion.
Perhaps tlicre was something about the spirit
of this oldest forensic organization which en
couraged that kind of atmosphere.
But what of the future? 1 believe that we
will find the answer in the instructions left
by the Ix'loved Ralph Dennis in his last
will and testament:
If, at the lime of my death, I am still
connected with tlie School of Speech of
Nortluvestern University, it is my de.sire
that nothing be done more than this. Let
the last minutes of a regular assembly
lunir be used by a member of the faculty
who shall say sometliiug like tiiis: a man
who belie\ed in the kind of education
offered liy tliis school, who was proud
of the pnxluct turned out by it, who
worked with it for many years, is gone.
It was his wish that no classes be clo.sed,
no ceremonies be held, no eulogies be
si^oken. He asks that we close ranks,
march on.'
May the true spirit of Delta Sigma Rho and
The Gavel march on!
' Rarig, Frank M., "RaJph Dennis," Quarterly Jour
nal of .Speech, XXIX, p. 237.
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The Future of Controversy on the Campus
Thobhei. B. Fest
April 13, 1963, marked the fifty-seventh
year of Delta Siffnia Rho's ser\'iee in the eaiise
of full and responsible discussion of public
affairs. It is a record of which every meinber
may be proud. Over 16,0(Mt alumni are living
examples of the value of excellence in forensic
training. In every .state and in many foreign
lands, these men and women are respected
leaders in the political, cxnnmercial, religions,
educational and cultural life. Reports of their
achievements on the occasion of the Golden
Anniversary Coninicmoration provide dra
matic proof of the contributions they make
to human welfare. Each year their mnnber is
increased as student members from 86 chap
ters join the alumni ranks. Comprising a
select group, these graduates constitute one
of our nation's es.sential rc.sourccs. Against
this imposing background of achievement,
what may be said of o\ir future as an amal
gamated society. Delta Sigma Rlio-Taii
Kappa Alpha?
Fully conscious of our tradition, T have
long been persuaded that merger of these two
major forensic honor societies was essential.
Change and growth are the order in our edu
cational system and through merger we have
responded appropriately. Our primary pur
pose to encourage sincere and effective pub
lic speaking is .shared by TK.\. Together
we can insure that our goal is more widely
understood and honored. Welded into a
single powerful unit, DSR-TKA can .speak
with increased authority in support of policies
and programs that include quality teaching
so long a hallmark of otir activities. Of equal
importance is tlie potential for increasing the
vitality of student discourse b}' fo.stering
constructive controversy on the campus.
The heart of controversy is ideas, and
ideas are at once the mo.st intriguing and
the most frightening matters with which man
nnrst contend. They emerge unexpectedly.
They defy control. They will not be sup
pressed. Respecting no boundaries, they con
quer where force fails. Human history is in
part a record of man's efforts to generate and
use ideas confidently rather than cower in
fear of them. We believe that in the freedom
of the mind and in the accompanying free
dom of speech lies the best hope of free men.
Such is the method tliat separated church
and state, paved the way for scientific in-
(piiry, produced our Cf)nstitution and turned
social consciousness into statutor>' founda-
tiims for contemporary industrial society. In
acknowledging that education .should facil
itate development of the individual person-
idity, vvc recognize the primary role of
coininunicutioii in effective social interaction.
Thu.s it has been the function of DSR to en
courage men and women to deal with sig
nificant controversial issues comfortably and
effectively.
It is well to note licrc that as a society we
luive practiced at homo the philosophy which
we spread abroad. Within our organization
significant innovations and advances have
been the products of extensive and sometimes
dramatic debate. Thirty-two years ago the
L'niversity of Wisconsin chapter opened the
debate that established excellence as the
-sole criterion for memhership. The congress
concept was later adopted as a format for
student-oriented national meetings. Much
discu.ssion prec<xled our official recognition
of modern forensic forms as tpialifying stu
dents for membership. Plans for enir Fiftieth
•Anniversiiry were rexiewed and modified
many times, and the merger now .so happily
accomplished was an agenda item for sev
eral years. All these and other changes were
conceived and perfected in a spirit of good
will and DSR and its program were stronger
as a result.
In passing from one organizational stmc-
ture to another, DSR members may well
recall this tradition and emphasize the impor
tance of continuing to talk intelligently and
skillfully about vexing and controversial
issues. ScK'ieties of men are built on talk.
Societies of free men cannot survive witliout
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it. When deliberations fail, social disinte
gration enters and expediency triumphs over
the common good. Reasonable men agree
that force is no longer an acceptable response
to social and political problems. Tlie alter-
native t{) talking our way out of oiir troubles
is to hla.st ourselves into oblivion. Whatever
the limitations of committees, council.s, con
ferences and assemblies, their faults lie not .so
much in the concept of debate as in its abu.se.
In a .society based on law, we must accept the
fact that freedom of speech entails obligations
as well as rights.
Taken by itself, freedom cjf tlebate is not
enough. It is the .substance of the talk, tlic
problems jwscd and the policies corusidered
that reflects the quality of the controversy
and the health of the society. Debate di
vorced from reality and potential social
change is sterile. It must of necessity focus
on form for the content has been eroded and
reduced to inconse(pientials. The nature of
die t:Uk affects not only those who utter the
words but tliose who listen as well. It necessi
tates a confrontation of both issues and per
sons, for involved is not only the right and
the obligation to speak but also the duty to
listen. Somehow we must illuminate those
issues in our society tliat are most contro
versial, for they must be dealt with frankly
and democratically if we are to continue to
govern ourselves.
It is here that colleges and universities
have a special responsibility and opportunity.
One of their major functions must be to teach
the techniques of controversy and to reward
those who excel in objective application of
these complex and difficult principles. Wc
have achieved some capacity for this in the
.scientific field. Unfortunately we have far
to go in other areas, for as A.ssociute Justice
William O. Douglas remarks, "Our prejudices
are rooted in folklore!" As a part of the edu
cational process, a forensic honor .society is
committed to the battle to free men's minds.
The injunction, "Thou shalt not," has been
invoked innumerable times in efforts to con
trol the thoughts and actions of men. Kings
have feared treason and dieologians have
claimed divine right to stamp out heresy.
One of the principal charges against Socrates
{an educator by the way) was impiety. He
denied the existence of government-approved
gods. How frequently have the curious, the
questioner, the dissenter saved us (despite
our reluctance) from ignorance and error?
Such persons are always in short supply. We
develop too few of them, and those who do
arise are often ill-used. Not many years ago
dissenters lost liberty and even life while
breaking the bubble of popular dogma. We
have come far from tlie belief in the divine
right of kings and the burning of witches. We
liave, however, witnessed the exercise of po
litical, economic and police power in as ruth
less a manner as many a dictator employed
and listened in .silence to pronouncements
from both board room and pulpit as though
an oracle had .spoken. There remains much
challenge to discu.ssion so long as we are con
fronted with loyalty oaths, proscribed book
lists, denial of civil rights, authoritarian
education, population explosion and the like.
In the age-old struggle between social change
and the status quo, colleges and universities,
and particularly forensic programs, must
provide the climate in which new approaches
may be examined and established principles
reaffirmed. If such thought and action comes
not from the college student and professor,
where shall we find a better source?
I submit that the? DSR tradition may he
best preserved and enhanced in meeting
through our new society, DSR-TKA, tlie need
to develop a focus for ce)nslnictive con
troversy on the campus. This will involve
something more tliaii "keeping the forensic
program going and winning the tournament."
It implies an active involvement in vital and
sometimes unpopular issues. It means testing
the ideiLs in the heat of public debate and
tempering the antagonists as well. This will
not be easy for there arc pervasive and power
ful forces of apathy and repre.ssion witli
which we must contend. Our affluence sub
merges us in creature comforts which dull
our sensitivity and motivations. A material
istic and anti-intellectual culture prefers
economic status to social or public service.
Life is so complex and organized that re
sponse seems more important than evaluation
of activity. Confonnity provides a refuge
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from insecurity. The standardization of
technology finds its counterpart in the pack
aging of mass conimunication.s and entertain
ment. Many persons have reached the point
where tliey not only tolerate but welcome
inquiries into men's beliefs.
Moving against such trends will require
botJi intellectual and moral courage. The
campus is not exempt from the influences we
oppose. Clearly we shall require material
rcsource,s which need not be detailed here.
Most important, however, are the resources
each individual possesses, the personal belief
in the importance of full discussion and a
commitment to act in its support. Thus will
our tradition be vitalized for student and
citizen alike. The fostering of constructive
controversy is consistent with the heritage
of Delta Sigma Rho.
For the Gavel
Lerov T. Laase
We are approaching a memorable occasion
in the histoiy of Delta Sigma Rho. Our
merger with Tau Kappa Alpha will bring
together two societies with the same purposes
.serving similar colleges and universities in
the United States. In tliLs merger, we have
preserved the traditions of both organizations.
With it, we lune created a united organiza
tion substantially stronger and greater than
either society eould ever have been alone.
Bringing together the chapters of the for
mer two organizations into one society will
permit a materially strengthened program of
society-sponsored forensic activity, both at
national and at regional levels. Nationally,
plans are under way for annual meetings
that will continue the traditional foreiLsic ac
tivities of both societies. At the regional level,
tliere will now be sufficient chapters in the
respective regions to pennit the holding of an
effective regional forensic progression and/or
tournament, should they so desire.
Admiuistratively, the two societies should
give their membership more and better ser
vices at pro{X)rtionately lower costs. Obvi-
ou.sly, the maintenance of one national
office instead of two to serve the same mem
bership should make the provision of tlrese
sers iees available at a lower per capita rate.
One of tile liiggest advantages accruing to the
membership from a united administrative
effort .should be in the Society's journal,
Gavel-Speaker. By combining the resources
of the two editorial staffs and jonrnal con
tributors, this journal .should become a pro
fessional publication of much higher quality.
There arc otlior reasons why I think that
the merger of the two societies is for the best
intere.sts of the member-ship in both organiza
tions. It merges two national honor societies
of distinction into a single honor society dis
tinctive for the field of forensics. The new
scKnety should be a much more effective
voice speaking for forensics in our colleges
and universities, for the role of discussion,
debate and .speeches of advocacy in a dem
ocratic society, and for the cause of free
spcecli in America.
The two societies have a glorious past of
which they may be justly proud, but they
have an even more promising future ahead.
It Ls to this future that the member institu
tions, not as two cooperating societies, but as
the chapters of a single society, should ad
dress ourselves.
For a number of years it has been my
privilege to serve as a national officer of
Delta Sigma lUio. It has been particularly
satisfying to have played a small part in the
union with Tau Kappa Alpha. I have many
personal and profe.ssioiial friends in Delta
Sigma Riu)-Tau Kappa .Alpha. To the of
ficers elected to assume the leadersliip re
sponsibilities of the now society, and to the
meinhership which compose the united
brotherhood, I e.xtcnd my best wishes for the










Tlif lop piiturf shows tlie head labk' at the banquet. From the left is Frofcssor Herold
Koss. National President; Paul Carinack, National Secretaty; William Sattler, Chainnan,
Department of Speecli at The Uni\ersit>- of Michigan; Kenneth Andersen. Tournament
Director; Roger W. Hynes, Vice President for Academic Affairs at The University of Mich
igan; Mrs. N. Edd Miller; N. Edd Miller, Chapter Sponsor, at The University of Michigan.
Second picture shows a debate in progress during the tournament. Sandra Allison of Knox
College, who received an .Award of Distinction is shown holding forth. Listening to her are
the negative team composed of Ed Thomas of John Carroll and Ann Wuletich of Indiana.
The tliird picture is simply a general shot of the banquet.
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The fourth picture slunvb the winners with Special Distinction. Left to right and in hack are
Harlan McGhan of Micliigan State and Hubert Biixncr of Washington U. in St. Louis; in
front arc Dennis Smith of \Vichita, Linda Hillyer of Neliraska and Nick Karatinos of Wooster.
Absent was George Rickc of Oherlin.
The fiftli picture shows tlic winners with Distinction. In back and left to right are David
Grossman of DePaiiw, Steplien Schwab of Washington, Dennis O'Connell of Wisconsin.
In front are Robert Glenn of Wichita. Larr>' Bradshaw of Wichita, Sandra Allison of Kno.v
and Jim Kendis of Western Rescrx-e. Absent were Jolin Elliff of DcPauw, Riciiard Lenipert
of Oherlin, Keith Williamson of Wichita and Kalliie Bayles of Nebraska.
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Past Pride and Future Promise
Thoughts from 1906 to 2020
Rupeht L. Cohthight
This spring Delta Sigma Rho has com
pleted 57 years as a societ)' lionoring coUege
men and women for outstanding achievement
on the intercollegiate public speaking plat-
fonn. We who wear its key with pride would
do well to reflect a few moments upon the
accomplishments of intercollegiate forensics
in this long half century.
It is 71 years .since the first intercollegiate
debate when ^ 'alc went to meet Hars'ard at
Cambridge. The Interstate Oratorical Asso
ciation has held its ninetieth contest this May.
Numbered among its first and second place
winners well before the birth of Delta Sigma
Rho were Albert J. Beveridge, E. A. Bancroft,
Robert M. LaFollette, future presidents of
Wabash, Pomona, Wooster, Beloit, Pacific,
Winona State Nonnal and New York City
colleges, a BLshop of the Methodist Church, a
Governor of Illinois and distinguished law
yers, judges, congressmen, educators and
preacliers. Vet the arts of debate and oratory
are as old as man as a communicative being.
Think iiow wonderful it would have been in
ancient Athens, 23 centuries before Delta
Sigma Rlio chose a Creek name, to have had
as a partner in a cros.s-Question debate that
lad by the name of Socrates who dealt a
wicked and ignorance-revealing question.
Such a debater, think you not, would "mow
them down" even in April, 1963, at West
Point! Incidentally, such orators as Demos
thenes and the Roman Cicero would provide
wortliy competition, no doubt, for the Inter
state champion orators of 1963.
The forerunners of modern debate are to
be found not only in ancient Greece and
Rome but in the public disputations a.s Scho
lasticism .swept into the universities in the
Middle Ages. Professor Pelligrini, of the Uni
versity of Wa.shington, has observed (Quar
terly Journal of Speech, Feb., 1942) that in
the span between the eleventh and seven
teenth centuries "there i^robahly was more
debate than in any other period in the history
of Western Civilization." Perhaps this first
century of Delta Sigma Rho and Tau Kappa
Alpha will overshadow that record with inter
collegiate debate teams on hundreds of col
lege campuses and high school debate leagues
in 41 of the 50 states of the United States in
1963.
It was not until the ri.se of parliamentary
government in Britain, however, that debate
came into its modern period of use as the
indispcrrsahle aecompaiiiment of the demo
cratic process. The formation of the Oxford
and Cambridge Unions led to intercollegiate
debate in Britain patterned after legislative
debate. In the United States all early inter
collegiate debate was to follow the model of
the courtroom.
International intercollegiate debating be
gan in 1921 when a team from Bates College
(Maine) went to England to debate an Ox
ford team. The coach of that Bates team
was A. Craig Baird (D. S. R., At-Large).
The first British team came to the Uiuted
States from Oxford in 1925. This writer was
one of the many college debaters in this
country privileged to engage that team.
1 first came to know of Delta Sigma Rlio
just forty years ago. Mine was tlie high
privilege of four years of intercollegiate de-
hate experience under the coaching of tlie
late Henry Lee Ewbank: not only a member
of Delta Sigma Rho and of Phi Beta Kappa
(from Oliio Wesleyan) but later to join the
line of distinguished presidents of Delta
Sigma Rho. To his influence and his inspi
rational teaching 1, along with many others
fn)in Albion College in the era of tlie '20s
(Kenneth Bartlctt, Claude Kantner, Lyman
Judson, Shennan Lawton, and the late Paul
E. Lull—to mention but a few), owe my
choice of professional career.
As the bright momenl.s of our memories
are picked out from along the years of Delta
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Sigma Rlio we think perhaps most vividly of
all those men and women who unselfishly
and witlr great patience and ingenuity in
spired and helped others to improve tlieir
art of oral expression and communication.
Tnily, to borrow the phncse-making assistance
of Henry Ward Beecher: They will never
die for they live on in that most positive
of immortalities, the lieart.s and minds and
words of those they have influenced.
The feeling of gratefulness to Delta Sigma
Rho by students and alumni would require
more than the pages of this final issue of
the Gavel for full expression. Central to
such tributes is the ba.sie drought expres.sed
by Dr. David D. Henr>' (Delta Sigma Rho,
Penn. State), President of the University of
Illinois, as he describes his undergraduate
debating as "the most important single edu
cational experience in my career" (Detroit
Free Press, March 16. 1952).
Now Delta Sigma Rho, joinuig hands—
and hearts and minds—with Tau Kappa
Alpha, faces into an issue-packed future.
We vvlio now take increased pride in our ex
panded heritage may do well to reflect a
few moment.s upon our greatened opportu
nities. As we have glorierl in a backward
glance across the 57 years of our heritage
(since April 13, 1906) are our imaginations
sufficiently daring to look ahead 57 years?
Who dares imagine what inspired seekers of
the new key (now witli a doubled tradition)
may achieve? Whose dream can envision
what the devoted eloquence of future wear
ers of the new key may have accomplished
by that year 2020, which is as far away into
the promising future as is the founding year
1906 far away through the hallowed years
of tradition.
This writer has lived aU hut one of those
years of Delta Sigma Rho's illustrious history.
Nfy memories arc firsthand of many great
teachers, even greater students and surpass
ing alumni who are, in considerable part,
what Delta Sigma Rho is and whose abiding
influence will ever he entwined in what Delta
Sigma Rho may yet become.
May it not he well to ask a few (piestions
about tlie forensic future? Will debate and
oratory coaclics remember always their first
re-sponsihility to promote the art of effective
public siseaking wliich alone can give to
truth its deserved dynamic? Will those who
guide tile next lialf century remember that
experimentation and creative ingenuity have
enriched this tradition whieli is ours and have
continuing duties to pcrfonn? New occa
sions, new times and new challenges call
upon on-going resourcefulness to adapt de-
hate, discussion, oratory and extemporaneous
speaking to the future.
Will forensic programs in our colleges and
luiiver.sities receive in the future, as they
richly ha\ c in the early years, the direction of
great and dedicated minds iaspiring and di
recting the discovery of the available means
and arts of ix.-rsiiasion?
Delta Sigma Rho and Tau Kappa Alpha
as individual honor societies now are history.
Long live Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Al
pha "now and forever one and inseparable!"
"The Old Order Changeth ..
Brooks Quimby
"The Old Order changeth, and gives way
to the New." All hail the new order of com
bined Delta Sigma Rlio and Tau Kappa Al
pha. For many years a vice president of
DSR and an lionorary member of TKA, I am
pleased with the amalgamation for a bigger
and stronger national honorary forensic fra-
tem!t>'. But before we abandon the old, we
might well look at its achievements and those
who brought them about. My active partic
ipation in DSR has been almo.st continuous
since I was a charter member at Bates, the
first and only freshman there to be admitted
(probably in defiance of tire regulations!);
and .so our editor has invited me to reminisce
•—a last opportunity.
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Like many others at our 50th anniversary
in 1956, I heard Horace 0. Smith {North
western) tell of that historic meeting on
April 13, 1906, when he met with Thomas
Trueblcod (Michigan), J. Q. Adams (Illi
nois), J. Ray Files (Iowa), Fernand French
( Nebraska ), Max Loch (W isconsin), Eugene
McDcrmott (Minnesota) and Francis Wiley
(Illinois) to set up the first national forensic
society. To those founders should be added
Henry Gordon (Iowa) and some others who
corresponded to set up the meeting.
The founders and early leaders of the .so
ciety insisted on a principle to which the
organization has steadfa,stly adliered through
out its entire history—that there be no hon
orary members. Every member of Delta
Sigma Rho has been certified as an actual
participant in some form of intercollegiate
forensics. This meant that two of the found
ers could never become members, McDer-
mott and Adams. However, the latter as a
former national president of Tau Kappa
Alpha now posthumously will be a member
of the new organization.
Another miportant meeting took place in
1938 when, largely due to the championship
of the idea by Milton Dickens, then of Syr
acuse, the National Congress of Delta Sigma
Rho was accepted and initiated in 1939. We
have left it to Tau Kappa Alpha to develop
to its present status the big debate tourney
with its competitive a.spccts, and have spon
sored a different contribution to the actual
forensic nfc'ed.s of the day.
There are many other significant dates and
meetings in our history, such as the time
when the Bates Chapter took the lead in
taking out of the constitution any restrictions
against race or color. But most of our devel
opments do not center around any particular
time or person, though a few (mtstanding
names might well he recalled.
1 remember well Stanley Houck, who had
the longest term as president of the national
body (1931-37). DSR was his chief interest
in life. He \isited all the chapters, arriving
in Maine in midwinter without an overcoat—
a protection he .scorned to u.sc. He and his
successor, H. L. Ewbank, Sr., did much to
build the present image of the society. Later
presidents such as E. C. Buehler, Thoirel
Fest and Herold Ross have done much to
bring about this present merger and to adjust
the society to tlie times.
Kenneth Hance lias not only had the long
est term as secretary-treasurer, but also as
editor of The Gavel. 1 think my own greatest
contribution to DSR was my nomination of
Kenneth to his first national office! There
have been many who performed faitlifuUy
the duties of tliose offices which have made
this a stable group. The office of trustee
has been an imiwrtant one. From 1926 to
1949 Gilbert L. Hall through his wise invest
ments built up a large endowment. Through
his efforts and those of his successor, E. C.
Buehler, we have come to the marriage with
Tau Kappa Alpha with so large a dowry!
There is one group of men so numerous
that I cannot name them all, but they ha\'c
formed the backbone of the organization—
the chapter sponsors. In spite of the fact
that 1 have been a chapter sponsor since 1927
continuously and bow in longevity only to
Earl Wells who was a sponsor when Oregon
State was Oregon Agricultural College, 1
still want to pay a tribute to others who may
have served less in years but not necessarily
less in devotion and effectiveness. Find a
strong chapter and you find a strong sixm-sor
behind it. As 1 have just read over the li-sts in
some old copies of The Gavel, 1 see the names
of so many who have given so much—our
thanks to them all.
Those of you who have a copy of our
Golden Anniversary booklet will find there
the names of the nineteen members who were
selected as tliose who have made the greatest
contributions to the world. But there are
many more in the halls of Congress, tlie stale
capitals, the universities, the laboratories, the
welfare organizations, the profe.ssioiis, busi
ness, and especially on the bench and in the
bar, who haxe made splendid achievements.
May we take some small credit for their
succe.ss as due in some part to the training
they received in intercollegiate forensics un
der the stimulation of Delta Sigma Rho.
.May our merged society help many more stu
dents in their preparation for outstanding
careers.
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Rhetorical Education and Liberal Education
Kenneth G. Hance
This opportunity to prepare a statement
for the last issue of the Gavel of Delta
Sigma Rho is much appreciated, especially
because it provides the opportunity to express
a conviction concerning the basic contribu
tion of forensics. It is my thesis that the kind
of rhetorical education provided through a
good forensics program and an equally gr)od
curricular program makes a substantial con
tribution in terms of a liberal education as
well as in terms of a specialized training for
prosix-ctive lawyers, preachers, and other
"professional communicators."
Realizing that definitions of tenns are
important at the outset of any discussion, I
would suggest the following two; (1) "Rhe
torical Education" is that discipline which is
concerned witlr the principles or theories of
conununication; (2) "Liberal Education"—
to quote Cardinal John Henry Newman—
is "the education which gives a man a clear,
conscious view of his own opinions and
iudgmcuts, a truth in developing them, an
eloquence in expressing them, and a force
in urging them, It teaches him to see things
as they arc, to get right to the point, to dis
entangle a skein of thought, to detect what
is sophistical, and to discard what is irrel
evant." (It is important to note that this
conception of a "liberal education" includes
more than association with, or exposure to,
even a large body of material or knowledge.
Rather, it implies a mastery of this material
that is the product of. or is correlated with,
processes of analysis, synthesis, and testing—
proce.sses which are not always, or nece.ssar-
ily, inherent in the material itself or which
necessarily are the result of contact with this
material.)
With these definitions before us, we may
well ask two important questions: (1) What
does a study of rhetoric (participation in
forensics) contribute to a x^erson within the
context of making knowledge meaningful and
usable to him without regard to his problem
of communicating with other persons? (2)
What does such a study contribute within the
context of making knowledge functional and
meaningful in one's attempts to communicate
witli his fellnwmen?
Within die first contc.xt, rhetorical imstruc-
tion (participation in forensics) provides im
portant resources of analysis. It provides
means of getting "at the heart of material,"
of perceiving relations of association and of
causation—of "disentangling a skein of
thought." In addition, this instruction pro
vides resources of synthesis. One writer has
said, "In our liberal arts colleges it is rhetoric
alone, as the culminating art of the arts of
language, which is c<iuipped to teach the
student how to order his knowledge, to order
his thoughts in si>eech and writing. Perhaps
I should have said organize." Specifically,
I see these resources of synthesis in rhetorical
doctrines and practices regarding overall
patterns of organization (time, space, prob
lem-solution, cau.sc-effect, association, etc,)
and in tlie princii^les regarding relations of
facts and opMnions, on the one hand, and
inferences, on the other. Third, this instruc
tion provides important tests of evidence and
reasoning. It enables us to "see things as they
are" by iJresenting i^rinciides concerning the
nature and validity of the materials of the
■■phenomenal world" (evidence) which are
used as tlie raw materials of reasoning. In
addition, it enables us to detect "what is
sophistical" by presenting p^rinciples concern
ing the nature and validity of the rea.soning
process. In short, rhetorical education pro
vides tile resources for testing what we find
in tlie world imd, also, what reasoning we
do when we work with these materials. Thus
it may be said that the pierson who is schooled
in the principles and methods of rhetoric
brings an interest, an insight, a discernment,
and skills which arc assets for scholarships
in general.
Witliin the second context (communica
tion with otliers), rhetoric appears to provide
at least five imijortant resources. (1) It pro-
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vi(les a warning concerning the need for
analysis of persons and circiiinstances in
volved in the coiniminicative process; and
it also provides means of conducting this
analysis. (2) It provides resources concern
ing analysis and synthesis, also selection and
rejection, of materials for cominiinication in
the light of this audience analysis and in
the light of the material itself. (3) It pro
vides resources concerning the "several path
ways to the mind" in the form of principles
IJertaining to the modes of development or
of persuasion, and also the ethical, logical,
and emotional processes of communication.
(4) It provides resources concerning the
problem of style in communication (lan
guage). (5) It provides resources concern
ing the problems of the oral and the visible
factors in communication.
If it may be said that some discipline other
than rhetoric contains the resources for pre
paring materials for communication and for
carrying on this process, tlie answer may well
be: Yes, some other label may be used to
name the discipline or the process, but it must
have the attributes which we have assigned to
rhetoric (and which have for 2,000 years
been associated with rhetoric). In imy event,
we are not as much concerned with the labels
(even though they arc useful) as we are with
the recognition of the need for this discipline
and this process, togetlier with the applica
tion of this di.scipline in a llheral education.
To restate my thesis, I believe that rhetor
ical education ( properly conceis ed ) makes
invaluable contributions to a liberal educa
tion—in fact, is the very core of a liberal
education as Isocrates contended in the
Fourth Century B. C. I believe that forensics
(wliieh is but one means of implementing
rhetorical education) can make tlie.se same
invaluable contributions to the person who
would be "liberally educated" as well as
professionally trained in some specialized
branch of comimiuication. I believe, further
more, that in seeking to promote tlie finest
kind of forensics during the 57 years of its
life, Delta Sigma Rho has been engaged in
an important enterprise associated witli a
"liberal education" in the best sense of the
term. For this, we shall always be grateful.
Forty-four Years — Auld Lange Syne
E.'Vhl \V. Wells
The date of tliis final issue of The Gavel
happens to coincide with die date of my
retirement as chairman of the Department
of Speech of the Oregon State University,
where, for the past forty-two years, 1 have
devoted some of my time to the coaching of
forensics—chiefly oratory.
From the time of my initiation into Delta
Sigma Rho by the State University of Iowa
(one of the eight founding chapters) in 1919,
I have enjoyed a close association with the
organization. I was honored witli the pres
idency of my own chapter; and three years
later I helped Stanley B, Houck to install
the chapter at Oregon State.
As I look back on the past forty-four years,
I ask: What has been the influence of Delta
Sigma Rho in my life?
In the first place, I feel that being a mem
ber of Delta Sigma Rho has meant more to
me than membership in any other fraternal
organization. Wherever I have gone, my
Delta Sigma Rlio key lias gone too. The key
I have now—my second, as 1 had the mis
fortune to lose tlie first—no longer bears
any engraving on the back and the letters
A-P on the front are barely diseemable be
cause of constant handling.
Once a year, at least, and often several
times, .since being a member of Delta Sigma
Rho, 1 have \\'itnes-sed or participated in the
initiation ceremony. How many .scores of
young men and women have I watclied lay
down the talismanic ribbon to form the
double i-sosceles triangle! The words of the
ritual (whether they be from the old script
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or the post-World War II version) have never
grown stale with me. In these times of fallen
idols, of shattered beliefs, and continual
doubting and questioning, the words still
have meaning and vitality to me.
Secondly, I feel that Delta Sigma Rho has
brought me into clo.se contact witli the finest
sort of people. All over the United States
today are people—young and okl—carrying
the Delta Sigma Rho emblem, wliom I am
proud to know, people who have distin
guished them,selves in one profession or
another, people whom I shall always remem
ber with admiration and affection.
Thirdly, t feel tliat Delta Sigma Rlio lias
provided ine with a testament of faitli, rep-
re.scnted by "the five-pointed star which is
embUuoned upon every Delta Sigma Rho key,
signifying that as the star makes bright the
path of men ... so the clear light of service
should ever .shine from your life, . . . The five
prongs of the .star represent the five sources
of power ill oratory, without which there can
be no ultimate sueecss in the use of tliis key
to power: thought, conviction, .self-eontrol,
trutli, courage." No nobler code could chal
lenge any man!
Finally, I feel that Delta Sigma Rho, over
the years, has provided me with a labor of
love.
For about thirty-five years, I have been a
chapter sponsor. For fifteen years, I was a
national vice president—two temis in the late
twenties and early thirties and one in the
fifties. I once served for several years as
national chairmim of Memberships-at-Large.
For a number of years, I was national chair
man of Alumni Relations, during which time
I made an extensive .survey of Alumni Rela
tions and wrote an article for The Ckivel
based on my findings. A few jears ago, I
organized the Western Regional Delta Sigma
Rho Congress. More recently, I .sersed for
several years as ehaimiao of the Committee
on Credentials for New Chapters. .\s a na
tional vice president, 1 was charged with
making chapter visitations in the far western
area. On one occasion, I had the very pleas
ant assignment of installing a chapter at the
University of Washington—one of our most
recent chapters on the Pacific Coast.
But of all the national projects with which
I was identified, that which gave me the
greatest satisfaction and thrill was the mem
orable Golden Jubilee Convention and Con
gress at the Sherman Hotel in Chicago in
19.56. I was a member of the general Jubilee
Committee, beaded by Professor Buehler,
who, in my opinion, did a tremendous job.
My thief contribution was suix'rintending
the mass initiation of .some thirty to forty
candidates—who were addressed in person
by Burt Brown Barker, a graduate of Chicago
University and now a resident of Portland,
Oregon, one of the three living founders of
Delta Sigma Rho. Outstanding, too, was the
banquet program, with Senator Hubert Hum-
pluey, of .Minnesota, as the main speaker.
Although located in the far, far west, 1 was
fortunate in being able to attend many of
the national conventions and came to know
most all of our national presidents, beginning
with Stanley B. Houck. Working with these
wonderful and devoted men—Houck, Ew-
bank, WocKlward, Biiehler, Fest and Ross—
was a real enjoyment.
Now comes the merger about which Houck
first talked as f<u- back as 1929. For years 1
have entertained doubt. But at last, Delta





The outworn bit of consolation to the
bride's mother that htis become almost rit
ualistic in American wedding rites, tliat "you
aren't losing your daughter, but rather you
are gaining a son," seems only partially ap
propriate as we are on the threshold of our
own merger. I say "only partially appropri
ate" because we are in no need for consola
tion. Our only need at this moment of merger
is to pause for a moment and to reflect with
pride ui>on the acc-otnplishments our fo
rensic fraternity has stockpiled since its
1906 beginning. Perhaps during our pensive
pause, we should also review the wisdom of
our decision to unite witli Tau Kappa Alpha.
The admission of Delta Sigma Rho to the
A.s.sociation of College Honor Societies in
1955 is sufficient testimony of its .scholarsliip
.standards, its academic worthiness, and its
forensic distinction. But Delta Sigma Rho has
been more than an organization which recog
nizes and rewards college students for their
scholarship and forensic i^rowess; it has been
more than a standard-setter for forensic ac
tivities; it has promoted creative forensic
ventures wliich have brought credit both to
the organization and to those wiio have par
ticipated in tho.se ventures. I refer particu
larly to its refinement of the student congress
concept and to its most promising progressive
tournament concept which was introduced at
the University of Colorado in 1961. Further
testimony of the w<)rthiiie.ss of our program
can be heard from some of our mition's most
outstanding leaders in law, in statesmanship,
in education—indeed, in any profession you
care to name, you will find somewhere
among its leaders a DSR key.
The list of our successes could continue,
but in the era of scholarship's geometric
progression—in the era when our total accu
mulation of knowledge doubles every few
years—we can afford only a moment to look
backward. The future lies ahead, and the
future of our merged organizations will not
be a static one any more than the society in
wliich we thrive and which we serve can he
a static one. Surely our decision to combine
our efforts is indicative of our fle.vibility, and
flexibility in a dynamic world is an essential
of livelihood and a jiromise of success.
I am amazed when 1 consider the number
of similarities between Delta Sigma Rho and
Tau Kappa Alpha; the reputation, the size,
the wealth, and tlie goals of each are so sim
ilar that onl>' a ".split decision" could be given
if an attempt were made to determine which
is superior to tlie other. By uniting, our com
mon interests and pnrijoses as well as our
influences shall become double; our repre
sentation throughout the country shall be
come much more complete since our areas
of concentration tend to complement each
otiier. We can now pursue our common
objectives with renewed strength and en-
tluisiasm.
Through this marriage we have all gained
in many ways, and we have lost notiiing, for
the traditions both organizations have devel
oped axe not to be distanled, but rather
they shall ser\'e as a prefabrication of a
foundation for the greatest forensic frater
nity ever.
THIRTY
To Ken Anderson of Michigan—congratidations on a tournament well done.
I just wish we had more space for coverage.
For those of you who enjoy the yearly Index—my apology. Somehow I feel this
swan song would look better without it.
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